ABSTRACT In the rise of massive open online courses (MOOCs), massive data of online learning behaviors are generated, which are valuable for the research on distance education in the aspects of making courses more attractive, learning more effective, and platforms wiser. Two empirical studies, here, utilized basic technologies of information sciences to analyze the log data of viewing behavior provided by the MOOC platform iCourse, illustrating the potential values of scientometrics and network sciences in the assessment of course attractions and in the improvement of teaching quality. One study extended information entropy to describe the diminishing marginal utility of repeated viewing and the increasing information of viewing new videos and further showed the possible applications of scientometrics to course assessment by integrating the viewing time on course videos invested by learners and the number of videos viewed by learners. The other study derived a network to represent learning paths adopted by the crowds of learners, which sheds light on the applications of network navigation and link prediction to the MOOC education in the aspects of teaching optimization and learning navigation. This paper adumbrates not only the practicability but also the limitations of the provided methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Massive open online courses (MOOCs) have emerged from the integration of education and the Internet [1] , [2] . They break the boundaries of time and space, expanding traditional education due to their transmission of information by the Internet technologies and computer technologies (e. g. virtual reality [3] ). They have been viewed as an accelerator for learning and a solution to educational resource imbalance [4] . Differences between traditional courses and MOOCs lie in several dimensions, involving admission condition (pretesting versus no-condition), learner motivation (homogeneous versus heterogeneous), classroom management (supervised versus unsupervised), interaction (faceto-face versus online), dropout rate (low versus high) [5] . Particularly, MOOC learning is featured by learner-centered, which is different from the traditional education featured by knowledge-centered.
How to make MOOCs more attractive, learning more effective, and platforms more wise? Exploring the solutions to
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this question based on learning behaviors has become the main topic in the MOOC research, which includes learning motivations, learning achievements, the effect of learners' interactions, and so on [6] - [9] . Compared with the purpose of ''more attractive, more effective, more wise'', MOOC education in reality is featured by high dropout rate and low participation rate [10] - [12] . However, learners of MOOCs are motivated not just to pass exams which involve understanding particular concepts, or some parts of course contents [13] - [16] . Many learners left a course when they got what they were looking for. It is unsuitable to count them in participation rate. Therefore, a fundamental question behind how to be ''more attractive'' is how to measure MOOCs' attraction in a reasonable way. Meanwhile, an intelligent course platform should help learners study in an effective way. Hence, a fundamental question behind how to be ''more effective, more wise'' is how to optimize learning strategies.
With the rapid development of MOOCs, the big data of learning behaviors are generated, which are empowering learners, teachers and researchers to explore the features and mechanisms of online learning [17] . Those data are regarded as an energy source of ''rebooting MOOC research'' in the aspects of promoting student learning, improving assessment, and so on [18] . Viewing behavior is a prominent one, compared with other behaviors such as doing exercises, discussing and testing. Mining the log data of viewing behavior can involve many learners. However, learning behavior data cannot inherently pose answers to assess course because the causal relationship between learning more and learning better is unclear [19] . Therefore, the results based on log data might not describe real situations, such as viewing quality, the gain by viewing, and so on.
Although learners would click or watch without learning, the analysis on their log data, at least, can be viewed as an aid for the decision making of teachers and platforms. Therefore, we mined the log data of the viewing behavior provided by the MOOC platform iCourse (http://www.icourse163.org), showing the potential applications of scientometrics and network sciences, two disciplines of information sciences, to the improvement of MOOC education. The empirical studies here utilized basic technologies of information sciences to the two fundamental questions mentioned above, namely, the attraction assessment of courses and the strategy optimization of learning.
For the first question, we provided indexes to measure course attractions based on the number of videos viewed by learners (calculated by information entropy operator) and the relative viewing time length compared with video length. These indexes are similar to the h-index in scientometrics, addressing a researcher's most cited papers and the number of corresponding citations [20] . Moreover, empirical data show that right-skewed phenomenon emerges in the viewing time length distributions of learners, which also emerges in many empirical citation distributions of papers. These similarities give the possibility of the application of scientometrics to the assessment of course attractions. Many learners view a course only for a few seconds, and their duration therefore are not a very accurate index to effective behavior of learning. These learners may then introduce a quite significant amount of noise in assessment. Therefore, we should find potential all-rounders, the learners who have the willing to complete a course, and then apply assessment indexes to them. We provided a denoising method based on learners' endurance on viewing videos, which helps to narrow the search range of potential all-rounders.
For the second question, many literatures can be found addressing several aspects of learners' navigation [21] , [22] , whereas we provided a method to measure the correlation between teaching order (represented by video labels) and learning order (reflected by viewing orders of learners). Based on the correlations, a network is derived to represent learning pathes adopted by crowds of learners, which contributes to teaching order optimization and to learning navigation. The provided network gives a scene of unitizing the technologies of network sciences such as network navigation, link prediction, and so on. This paper is organized as follows: empirical data and their denoising are described in Section 2, 3; the assessment of course attractions through information entropy, and the networks of learning paths are described in Section 4, 5; limitations, discussion and conclusions are drawn in Section 6, 7.
II. EMPIRICAL DATA
We analyzed the viewing behavior data of eight courses (01/01/2017-10/11/2017) provided by the platform iCourse. The courses are selected from natural sciences, social sciences, humanities and engineering technology. Each course has substantial registrants so that our study has statistical meaning. The data include the time length of each video. For each learner, the data include the start time of his or her viewing action on each video he or she viewed, and the corresponding viewing durations.
Some selected courses are not finished before 10/11/2017. We focused on the measurement of course attractions on the level of videos, and on the measurement of the correlation between teaching order and viewing order, to which the data of some weeks are adequate. Videos can be downloaded by iCourse app. The data of viewing downloaded videos are also collected, unless the app disconnects to the Internet. Accordingly, our discussion only involves online viewing behavior.
We let the viewing time of a learner spent on a video be the duration of video playing (not counting the duration of pause). However, learners may be off-task during video playing, which cannot be measured through log data. This is a limitation of our study. In addition, some typical operations on videos are also not analyzed here, such as pausing, skipping, backward, forward, speed changing, and so on. for learners, and the average number of videos viewed by learners. Under the hypothesis that learners tend to view video entirely, the ratio between these two averages, namely
|S V s |, measures the average of the relative duration on videos. The average of the viewing completion rate on videos can be measured by
Both C 1 and C 2 negatively correlate to average video length (Fig. 1) . In fact, human attention spans are limited. A long video is hard to attract a learner from beginning to end. It means that a long video's content should be carefully designed if its length cannot be shortened. However, it is hard to maintain the system of knowledge, if videos are designed too short. Finding a suitable length for videos is beyond our work here.
III. DATA DENOISING
Many learners view a course only for a few seconds, and their duration therefore is not an accurate referent to the effective behavior of learning. Those learners may then introduce significant noise in analysis. To denoise the data, a simple way is to leave out the learners with a duration less than a threshold of viewing time. However, the threshold is arbitrary and will randomly favor or disfavor individuals. In fact, the attention span on a course varies over learners [23] , [24] . Learners can be sketchily categorized as two classes, namely the learners who are only interested in some parts of a course (called them segment-learners) and the learners who are going to complete a course (called them potential all-rounders). Analyzing the dropout and engagement of potential all-rounders is meaningful for the improvement of learning activity and teaching quality.
For above reasons, a suitable way is to only consider potential all-rounders. As Table 1 shows, for each course analyzed here, only a few learners have viewed all of its videos. We called them all-rounders. However, even the learners, who are motivated to learn a course entirely, may skip some videos, the contents of which they have learned. It is not quite reasonable to categorize them as segment-learners. In fact, previous empirical studies showed even certificate earners on average did not view a sizable fraction of course content [25] . Therefore, a question is to what extent in the sense of skipping videos a learner can be regarded as a segment-learner rather than a potential all-rounder?
Based on the observation on empirical data, we gave a solution to above question, which do not need the viewing behavior data of a whole course. The empirical data show the viewing time length of a learner follows a lognormal distribution when the learner has viewed more than a certain number of videos. This phenomenon holds not only for the eight courses listed in Table 1 , but also for other twenty courses provided by the platform iCourse. Following an identical lognormal distribution means those learners are the samples drawn from the same population in the sense of viewing time length, thus can be categorized as one class. Here they are called lognormal-learners. We could say that lognormal-learners have homogenous endurance on viewing videos, because the endurance of a learner could be reflected by his viewing time length.
Lognormal-learners viewed no less than a given number of videos, therefore all-rounders who viewed all of the videos are ones of them. It means that the endurances of the rest lognormal-learners and those of all-rounders are homogenous. Hence the rest could be regarded as potential all-rounders, which gives the meaning of finding lognormallearners, namely narrowing the scope of finding potential allrounders. The following analogy would make the meaning more reasonable. For a potential all-rounder who have the willing to complete a course, his endurance of viewing videos (measured by his viewing time length) could be compared to a mechanical unit whose failure mode is of a fatiguestress nature. The life of such a unit follows a lognormal distribution [26] . With this analogy, a learner could be thought of having the potential to complete a course, if his viewing time length follows a lognormal distribution. In addition, the learner should also have viewed a certain number of videos.
We provided an algorithm to find lognormal-learners, serving as a denoising algorithm (Table 2) . Its output is a threshold κ of the number of viewed videos. Categorize learner L s as a lognormal-learner if his or her number of viewed videos n s > κ, and as a segment-learner if else. Other learners are called segment-learners. Fig. 2 shows the results of the algorithm on the empirical data. Specific statistical indexes of the two categories of learners are listed in Table 3 . It shows that for each course, the average number of videos viewed by segment-learners is quite small when compared with the number of total videos. Fig. 2 shows that the threshold τ of lognormal-learners varies over courses. For segment-learners, most of their viewing lengths follow a power-law distribution with an exponent cut-off. The detail of the distribution and its mechanism will be discussed in our future work. The power-law reflects the heterogeneity of samples [27] - [29] . It means the endurances of segment-learners are heterogenous, and are also different from those of lognormal-learners. A possible explanation for this is that segment-learners have their own interested segments of course content.
The provided denoising algorithm can be treated as a method of categorizing learners. There is a range of existing literatures on learner categorization, which are mainly based on learners' activities or their click-level interactions. The learner categorization here has its own features. The previous learner categorizations mainly recognized behavior patterns (such as ''viewer'', ''solver'', and so on [5] ). Here we try to find potential all-rounders. Hence the corresponding categories can be regarded as endurance patterns.
The previous methods are mainly non-parametric ones (such as k-means, Neural gas [30] ). The method here is a parametric one, which is based on the assumption that some learners' viewing time length follows a lognormal distribution. In general, compared with non-parametric methods, the parametric method may give more accurate results than non-parametric methods if its assumptions are correct [31] . Meanwhile, a parametric method fails to deal with the data, in which its assumptions do not hold. However, at least, the assumption of our method holds for the empirical data provided by the platform iCourse.
The criteria of learner categorization in existing literatures are often multidimensional, which involve dragging videos, testing, etc. The criterion here is a positive integer as a threshold: a learner is tagged as a lognormal one, if the number of videos the learner viewed is no less than the threshold. The criterion can be calculated based on a fraction of viewing behavior data or on history data. Compared to the number of course videos, the threshold of the empirical data is small (Fig. 2) , thus our method could help to early find potential all-rounders.
IV. INFORMATION ENTROPY AND COURSE ASSESSMENT
Based on the denoised data, the viewing behavior of the founded potential all-rounders, we provided a solution to the assessment of course attractions. Low exam participation rates make the contributions of MOOCs to learners cannot be assessed through exam scores. An alternative method is measuring the activities of learners, which can be regarded as a proxy of course attractions. The length of viewing time per learner and the number of viewed videos per learner can be used to evaluate course attractions. However, those indexes have their own disadvantages. Counting the number of viewed videos is not suitable for the situation that a learner viewed a video for seconds. Counting the viewing time length is not reasonable for the situation that a learner watched a video repeatedly.
We designed an index to synthesize the two indexes, overcoming their shortcomings. The designed index has the ability to profile the diminishing marginal utility in repetitive learning and to profile the increasing utility in learning new information. Hence it is suitable to measure the attraction of a course.
Firstly, we used the entropy operator [32] to measure the number of videos viewed by a learner in a continuous way. Consider a course with n videos {V 1 , . . . , V n } and with m learners {L 1 , . . . , L m }. When a learner viewed the course, the video he choose to view is an event, and so the label of the chosen video can be regarded as a random variable. The more videos a learner viewed, the more even his viewing time distributes, and then the higher the uncertainty of which video is chosen to view in a viewing event is. Entropy is used to measure the uncertainty. Denote X s to be the label of the video chosen in a viewing event of learner L s , s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}. The probability of L s viewing video V i is p(X s = i) = t s i / n j=1 t s j , and so the entropy of X s is
We can see that if learner L s viewed a new video in a short time, then H (X s ) will increase slightly. The number of videos viewed by L s can be measured by 2 H (X s ) in a continuous way, which overcomes the shortcoming brought by the discreteness of counting viewed videos. Secondly, we synthesized the index of viewing ''width'' 2 H (X s ) and the viewing time length of learner L s into one index. The entropy is free of the viewing time length n j=1 t s j . However, the attraction of a course to a learner often positively correlates to the time he spent on the course. We should integrate his entropy and viewing time length into one index to measure the attraction to him. If the lengths of all videos are equal, the unit of 2 H (X s ) and that of the relative viewing time length n i=1 t s i /l i are the same, namely the length of one video. We used their geometric mean as an index to measure the course's attraction to learner L s :
which combines the information of viewing time length and the number of viewed videos, The reasonability of the formula (2) could be illustrated through following examples. Learner L s viewed video V 1 with time length t 1 = l 1 , then his entropy H (X s ) = 0, and geometric mean I (X s ) = 1. If he viewed V 1 and V 1 with time length
As above schematic examples showed, the geometric mean I (X s ) profiles the diminishing marginal utility in learning, because ∂ 2 I (X s )/∂(t s i ) 2 < 0. It also profiles the increasing process of information when viewing new videos, because
Thirdly, we averaged the index (2) over learners to measure the attraction of a course. The eight courses are selected from different fields. Some popular courses, such as Python, Spoken English, can attract numerous learners. Meanwhile, some theoretical courses, e. g. Calculus, can hardly attract the learners without corresponding prior knowledge. Hence, to compare attractions of courses from different fields, it is suitable to use the average of the geometric means for learners m s=1 I (X s )/m, which removes the heterogeneity of the number of a course's learners. Fig. 3 shows that this average positively correlates to the average number of viewed videos and to the average of viewing time lengths, which fits the common sense: view more and longer, be attracted deeper. Table 3 displays the average of the formula (2) over lognormal-learners. It shows this average of Calculus is larger than that of Spoken English, contrary to the number of learners, although their threshold of lognormallearners is close to each other (11 versus 10). It means a potential all-rounder of Calculus will invest more time on learning than that of Spoken English. Therefore, the average of the formula (2) over lognormal-learners provides a different viewpoint on attraction assessment from the one commonly used, namely the number of learners. It weights the courses' contributions to the learners who want to complete courses, and removes the noise caused by the learners viewing a course only for seconds.
Finally, us discussed the balance of a course's attraction over videos. Consider a course with videos {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V n }, and denote k i to be the length of viewing time spent by all learners on V i (i = 1, . . . , n). Then the entropy H = − n i=1 P(i) log P(i) profiles the attraction balance of the course (Fig. 4) , where P(i) = k i / n j=1 k j . However, the number of videos can be different over courses. Suppose two courses' viewing time are all distributed uniformly on VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Balance indexes of course attractions. These indexes are calculated based on the distributions of learners' viewing time over videos.
FIGURE 6.
The correlation between teaching order and learning order. Teaching order is expressed through video labels, and learning order is expressed through learners' viewing sequence. The correlation is measured through three typical correlation coefficients between variable pair i and ν(i ) (Eq. 3).
videos. Then the entropy of the course with more videos is larger than that of the course with fewer videos. Therefore, to compare courses' attraction balance, we should remove the heterogeneity on the number of videos, which can be achieved by Shannon evenness H / log 2 n [33], or by 2 H /n (Fig. 5) .
The two indexes of balance remove the heterogeneity on the number of learners and that on the number of videos. These indexes of Spoken English were relatively low, which is due to that 30% viewing time was attracted by one video (Fig. 3f) . For a course, low indexes of balance imply that the course cannot attract learners persistently, and so its teachers could improve the contents of less viewed videos. Rao-Sting operator [34] 
for all possible i and j) can also portray the balance of a viewing time distribution, but it does not take into account the heterogeneity on the number of videos.
V. NETWORK REPRESENTATION OF LEARNING PATHS
We considered the optimization of learning strategies by providing a network with videos as nodes for learning navigation. Since MOOC education is learner-driven rather than knowledge-oriented [22] , the correlation between teaching order and learning order affects teaching quality. Learning order can be reflected by viewing order, especially when learners are unsupervised. Teaching order can be expressed by video labels. If nearly viewed videos have close labels, the learning order is consistent with the teaching order. Surely, the order correlation is not meaningful to some courses of humanities, e. g. Spoken English, but is important to some courses of natural sciences, e. g. Calculus.
We provided a method to measure the correlation between the two orders. For each leaner L s , we measured the viewing sequence between any two videos V i and V j ∈ S V s (the set of videos he viewed) through w s ij = f (|τ s i − τ s j |), where f (·) is a nonnegative and decreasing function, τ s i and τ s j are the start time of L s viewing V i and that of viewing V j respectively. A small value of |τ s i −τ s j | implies it is likely to exist a viewing sequence between V i and V j . For each video V i , we calculated the weighted summation
The correlation coefficients between video label i and the weighted summation ν(i) measure the correlation between teaching order and viewing order. Here we let w s ij = min 24/|τ s i − τ s j |, 1 , and calculated three widely used correlation coefficients [35] , [36] for the eight courses. Fig. 6 shows that the three correlation coefficients of Spoken English were relatively low, which is consistent with common senses. However, if these correlation coefficients of a mathematical course are low, then the teaching order of the course needs to be redesigned. The design of teaching order is an important topic in pedagogy.
Note that the Pearson coefficient indicates the strength of a linear relationship between two variables X and Y , unless the conditional expected value of Y given X (denoted as E(Y |X )) is linear or approximate linear in X , and verse vice. The visual examinations shown in Fig. 7 guarantee the effectiveness of our correlation analysis. Now, we discussed an application of the factor w s ij in the formula (3), namely learning navigation, which is important for the self-regulated learners [21] , [25] . It is meaningful to provide learners the knowledge network of course contents, where the edges represent the connections between contentnodes. It is also helpful to provide new learners the learning paths of previous learners, the information of which is carried by w s ij for any possible s, i and j. Learners with different motivations and attitudes may have different learning paths. Some learners tend to study in a nonlinear way by leaping forward or backward. Some learners tend to study in a linear way by viewing videos orderly. To integrate the information of diverse learning paths, we can construct a network for videos by connecting any video pair V i and V j if the summation s w s ij is larger than a given threshold.
As an illustration, we constructed a network for the videos of the course C Language (Fig. 8) , where we let w s ij = 1 if |τ s i − τ s j | ≤ 0.5 hour, let w s ij = 0 if else, and connect video V i and video V j if s w s ij > 70. Any path between the videonodes of the network represents a navigation strategy adopted by a crowd of learners (more than 70 learners), namely a crowd navigation strategy. Compared with the navigation strategies provided by teachers, crowd navigation strategies have their own features, namely decentralization, aggregation, the diversity and independence of opinions.
VI. LIMITATIONS
In the current state, this work is only limited to the analysis of learners' viewing behavior. How the findings affect the FIGURE 8. A graphic visualization of crowd viewing order. Nodes represent the videos of the course C Language, the size and color of which represent the videos' attraction. The more a video is viewed, the larger it is, and the redder it is. An edge between two videos means that there are more than 70 learners whose the distance between the start times of viewing the videos is less than a half hour.
learning outcomes is beyond this work. The assessment of learning outcomes is also not given. All of those limitations can be addressed when enough data of summative evaluation are available, such as exam scores, questionnaires, and so on. For example, the effect of the navigation method can be measured through the comparative analysis between the outcomes of the learners adopting the method and those of other learners.
These data can also be utilized to predict the outcomes of learners. Note that many learners viewed a lot, but did not attend exams. And some learners only attended exams. Therefore, the prediction of learning outcomes is not simply VOLUME 7, 2019 a work of regression. We have designed an algorithm based on deep learning, and have tested it on a small dataset with exam scores. More data are needed to guarantee the effectiveness of the algorithm. In addition, it is also interesting to analyze the behavior of the learners with specific features in terms of age, education level, school, and major. This work also needs high quality data with those features.
Despite those limitations, the assessment of MOOCs' attraction based on log data, as an index of MOOCs' quality, still has its own meaning. It can involve a large fraction of learners, whereas the assessment based on learning outcomes can only involve a small fraction of the learners who have exam scores or other indexes of summative evaluation.
In the community of social media, log data have been widely used in attraction assessment. Our study is suspended on the assumption that the statistics of video usage directly represent course attractions, which is borrowed from the social media analysis. We did not find any prior works or literatures in the MOOC community declaimed this assumption is definitely right or wrong. Course attractions have been utilized in the selection of excellent MOOCs in China, where the number of learners is the main index. The project of developing an evaluation system of MOOCs is now launched by the ministry of education of China.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Based on the log data of viewing MOOCs, we provided methods to measure course attractions and to calculate the correlation between teaching order and learning order. Our methods can be applied to the assessment of courses' attraction, and to optimization of learning navigation strategies. Moreover, studying the learning behaviors with these features can provide empirical cases for online pedagogy and constructivism theory [37] , [38] , which are the fields our study would contribute to. The practicability of these methods is validated with the empirical data provided by the platform iCourse. The learning behaviors of MOOCs are often to be autonomous, individual, and unsupervised. Human behaviors with these features often reveal what they are. Therefore, one could have confidence in the reliability of viewing behavior data.
Course assessment is in essence to determine the degree to which teaching and studying reach their goal [39] , thus it inextricably connects with learning quality of its learners [40] , learner engagement [41] , learning pattern [42] , [43] , learner achievement, and course satisfaction [44] , [45] . Some indexes used to assess traditional courses, e. g. course completion rate, are inappropriate for profiling the quality MOOCs [46] . Many segment-learners left a course when they got what they were looking for. It is unsuitable to count these as drop-outs. Moreover, some learners can be those who sign up to just look around, and be those who want to surf the content without getting too engaged. The contributions of MOOCs to these learners are also positive, not just to the learners earning a certification. It is, therefore, necessary to design assessment indexes to address the contributions to non-completers that the meaning of the first study is here to stay.
The first study provided indexes to integrate the viewing time on course videos invested by learners and the number of videos viewed by learners. They are similar to the h-and g-index in scientometrics, which are based on the set of a researcher's most cited papers and the number of corresponding citations. Moreover, a range of empirical observations, including the data here, shows that right-skewed phenomenon exists in the viewing time length distributions of learners. The phenomenon is mainly caused by the found potential allrounders. This phenomenon also emerges in many empirical citation distributions of papers. The mechanisms underlying this phenomenon in both cases are the same, namely cumulative advantage, but known as the Matthew effect and the Lindy effect respectively [47] .
These similarities give the possibility of the application of scientometrics to the assessment of course attractions. The ideas of typical scientometric indicators, such as the impact factor, h-index, and so on, can be used to assess course impacts in any time window. A chain of impact aggregation in scientometrics is countries-institutesauthors-papers-citations [48] . An analogical chain in can be constructed for course assessment: platforms-schoolscourses-learners-behaviors. In future work, we will show the analogy and the corresponding applications in detail.
The second study involves learning strategy optimization, which helps to increase the degree to which teaching and studying reach their goal. The diversity of learners' motivation, expectation and background leads the diversity of learning trajectories. MOOC learners often take nonlinear learning trajectories, rather than follow the sequential progression preestablished by teachers [25] . The learning mode fitting with specific learning contexts, termed as self-regulated learning, requires to properly adjust learning behaviors [49] . However, MOOC education typically involve few direct interactions between teachers and learners. Therefore, the recommendations of learning contents are needed to help self-regulated learners effectively engage with courses.
The provided network expression of crowd navigation strategies gives a scene of utilizing recommendation techniques of network sciences, such as route planning, network navigation, link prediction, and so on [50] . The network based on the log data of several courses with specific logical relation will present a more macroscopic view of knowledge. The recommendations based on it would help self-regulated learners optimize their learning strategy on a sequence of related courses. Furthermore, with the techniques of deep learning, we can directly use the log data of several learning behaviors (such as viewing, testing, and so on) to predict learning paths for diverse learning contexts.
Our contributions now are limited, because our methods cannot address learners' motivation, and the knowledge they gained. In addition, the measurement of course attractions given by our methods is based on log data, and thus is not a direct measurement of learner engagement. Comprehensive assessment of MOOCs is beyond our study now. Further research would contribute more: fusing the information of testing and certificating behaviors to viewing behavior, which would contribute to assessing learning gains; analyzing of the correlation of these behaviors together with viewing behavior, which will help predict the achievements of the learners without certifications and test scores.
